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Abstract:  

This study aims to discuss the residence of Abd Al-Azim Effendi Abu El-Nil in Al Fashn 

City, Beni Suef Governorate-Egypt during the First Quarter of the Twentieth Century AD 

through archaeological along with artistic study that is being published for the first time. The 

residential buildings are one of the fundamentals of urban cities’ construction and their 

proliferation is important for the continuity of city construction. Residential buildings are one 

of the remarkable features of stability and city center to the extent that they have become a 

criterion for reflecting the stages of the growth of the city. There is a commonly known 

proverb that states that the man who has a child, plants a tree and builds a house leaves a 

legacy for the next generations. By the end of the 19
th

 and the beginning of the 20
th

 centuries, 

architecture has witnessed a breakthrough in terms of the styles of establishing houses in 

Egypt. This was a consequence of Muhammad Ali's dynasty's influence by European 

architecture styles and its artistic standards. 'Alawiyya dynasty adapted new building styles 

which were distinct from those prevailing in Egypt in previous eras. Muhammad Ali's 

dynasty's persistent desire- to turn Egypt into a piece of Europe especially Cairo and 

Alexandria- has given its establishments a special and distinct style. The European influences 

- which were symbols of progress, urbanization and civilization - were not limited to Cairo as 

the capital of Egypt but they were transferred to other Egyptian cities, through the rise of trade 

traffic and development of transportation which contributed to their spread then.  In addition, 

the foreign architects and engineers circulated their foreign architectural concepts and ideas in 

the north and south of Egypt as well as in capital cities. Taking Al-Fashn city as an example, 

we could say that it has included a lot of residential buildings that were established in the first 

half of the 20
th

 century A.D. One of the buildings that would be discussed in this study is Abd 

Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house which represented the domestic style of the residential buildings 

in provinces, where it has preserved the domestic architectural traditions and is influenced by 

the European methods and styles in terms of the architectural and ornamental elements. The 

study will adopt the descriptive approach and analytical methodology for presenting this 

significant residential building through architectural along with artistic study that is being 

published for the first time. 
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 ملخص: 

حعخبر العهبئر السكنًٗت نكى الوكرِ اث الخكٓ و حاكّو ال ّا كر ،و لاُكبت ِو ٖنخهكا مهكراو الهكشو ،و لابيخ كب َبت  ُكٓ  لاكر  

نعبلم اوسخارا  ِيّاٌ الهشوت حخٓ  يُب صكب ث نعٗكب اي ٖعنكر نراحكا يهكّ الهكشوت ِ كش ِ م  كٓ الهك رّ اث نكى ال نكم  ،و 

ي  ركراي ل جٗكبع الهخعب بكتت الرجا الذْ ًٖجب طفلاي ِٖغرس شجرة ِٖبًكٓ  لاكش شكُشث العهكب ة ،لاكبو الاكرو نًكلاوي  كش ف كق حاكب

 ٓ نصرت ِذلك يخٗجت حك رر  سكرة    الهًب عالخبسع م ر ِلاشاٖت الارو الع رٖى الهٗلامْ طفرة نعهب ٖت  ٓ  سبلٗب ح ٗٗش 

ش افخ فكج مكى الطكر  الهعهب ٖكت الخكٓ سكبمث م ٓ لاطر  العهب ة الأِ ِلاٗت ِ ًّيُبت حٗذ امف ّا طر اي جشٖشة  ٓ البًبءت ِ 

نصر  ٓ العصّ  السبلفتت كهب  و  غبت  سرة   م كٓ الهسكخهرة  كٓ جعكا نصكر ك يُكب  طعكت نكى  ِ ِلاكب فبصكت نكشًٖخٓ 

ي ِنهٗكلاايت ِلكم حاخصكر الخك رٗراث الأِ ِلاٗكت الخكٓ كبيكج  نكلااي  الابَرة ِالإسنًش ٖت جع ج لهً كتث َكذٌ الأسكرة طبلاعكبي فبصكب

و ِالخهشو ِال وب ة م ٓ الابَرة   سب لابمخبب َب مبصهت البلامت ِلنًُب ايخا ج ،لكٓ لاكب ٓ الهكشو الهصكرٖت نكى فكلاع ل خاش

 ِاس حركت الخجب ة الخٓ سبمشث م ٓ ، مَب َب؛ لابلإ ب ت ،لٓ الخطّ  الذْ حشد  ٓ ِسبئا الهّاصلاث  ٓ نصر آيذاكت 

ب الذٖى  بنّا لاً ر نببمئُم ِ  نب َم الهعهب ٖت الغرلاٗت  ٓ شهبع نصكر َِذا  ولاي مى مِ  الهعهب ٖٗى ِالهًُشسٗى الأجبي

نشًٖت الف ى  ٗهنى الاّع  يُب اشخه ج م ٓ العشٖش نى العهبئر السكنًٗت الخكٓ ِلابلخطبٗق م ٓ ِجًّلاُب ِم ٓ انخشام ال ّا رت 

خم حًبِلُكب  كٓ َكذا الب كذ َكّ نًكلاع  يُ ئج  ٓ الًصق  الأِع نى الارو الع رٖى الهٗلامْت ِنى َذٌ العهبئر الخكٓ سكّي ٖك

مبشالعظٗم  لاّالًٗات ِٖهخب  َذا الهًلاع لا يٍ ٖهزا الطرا  اله  ٓ ل عهب ة السنًٗت  ٓ الأ بلٗمت كهب  و الهعهب   حكخف  لابلخابلٗكش 

حًككبِع  الهعهب ٖككت اله  ٗككتت لابلإ ككب ت ،لككٓ حكك ررٌ لابلأسككبلٗب ِالطككر  الأِ ِلاٗككت  ككٓ العًبصككر الهعهب ٖككت ِاللافر ٗككتت ِسككٗخم

يت ي ِ ًٗب  الش است نى فلاع نًُجٗت الش است الّصفٗت ِالخ  ٗ ٗت لُذة الهً  ة الهخهٗلاة نعهب ٖب

 الكلمات الدالة: 

 تنً تث سنًٗت؛ الارو الع رٖى الهٗلامٔ؛ الف ى لابًٕ سّٖق؛  فب ي يببحٗت؛  ريخّو؛ حرنشايبث؛ الطرا  الأِ ِلآ

 

Introduction:  

During the 19
th

 and the beginning of the 20
th

 centuries, the Egyptian provinces have witnessed 

a significant architectural breakthrough. This breakthrough was related in the first place to the 

economic, social and political conditions of the population 
(A)

 and to the integration of the 

Egyptian countryside into civil life contrary to the common previous position of the 

countryside as the source of wealth and resources; a view held by the governors and 

governments that ruled the country. It is worth mentioning that with the dwindling of the 

Pasha's power and the transfer of the real power to the hands of princes, beys and notables, the 

large houses and palaces have become a centre for governing the country where the political 

resolutions were issued when the beys or notables meet with the prominent figures of the 

village or city to discuss governance and administrative issues of their relevant village or city, 

where these meetings were held at the most luxurious rooms of the house 
[1-2]

. As the saying 

goes, people follow the religion of their kings, so the notables and prominent figures started to 

establish palaces and wide houses not only in cities but also in villages since they were very 

interested in these buildings and brought their furnishings from Europe through traders 
[1, 2, 3, 
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4]
. Since 1133 A.H. /1721 A.D., Al-Fashn was the central capital of Bahnasa province, and 

during the reign of Muhammad Ali Pasha, it included the whole directorate of Beni Suef, the 

centers of Al-Fashn, Maghagha, Beni Mazar, as well as the northern half of Samalute center 

in Minya directorate. During the first half of 19
th

 century, El-Fahn city was the capital of 

Bahnasa province and was a place of residence for the governor of the region as well as 

Egyptian and foreign senior officials
 [5]

. It is noteworthy that the center and city of Al-Fashn 

was established in 1821 A.D. when the Bahnasawia state (Bahnasa province) was divided and 

was called Al-Fashn division as Al-Fashn was then the main competent court of jurisdiction 

which contained some regions located in the middle of Bahnasawia state that included Minya 

and Beni Suef directorates 
[5]

. Currently, Al-Fashn is considered a city and a center which is 

administratively relevant to Beni Suef governorate. Al-Fashn center is composed of the city of 

Al-Fashn which is the capital of the center and some relevant villages distributed within the 

city area
 (B)

. The residential architecture of Al-Fashn city is influenced by many European 

styles and Renaissance age's arts
(C)

. Thus various architectural and ornamental elements were 

modeled in Gothic style 
(D)

, Neo-classical style 
(E)

, Renaissance style
 (F)
 and Eclectic style 

(G)
 

were emerged. During the reign of Muhammad Ali Pasha or generally during what is known 

as the 'Alawiyya dynasty, there were significant transformations which had occurred in the 

Egyptian residential buildings, as a result of the use and assistance of foreign architects, 

where the upper classes of Egyptian society imitated residential buildings of foreign 

communities according to European architectural and artistic standards and systems. This led 

to the disappearance of the manifestations of simplicity and surfaces devoid of decorations 

that characterized residential facilities in Egypt before the nineteenth Century 
[1, 6]

. During the 

Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries AD, there were architectural and artistic mutations or 

leaps that had occurred, where the residential buildings were characterized by clear 

differences in terms of architectural and geometrical planning, construction materials and 

architectural and decorative elements, and this was a natural result of these residential 

buildings being affected by the so-called European or Western style, or what is known as 

Westernization 
[1, 6]

. It can be said that although the residential buildings were affected by the 

characteristics of European styles, there was a careful regard of the general layout and the 

characteristics of the Arab Islamic style, which was a revival of the local style that was 

expressive of the combination of Islamic architectural and artistic elements from different 

historical periods and from various Islamic countries 
[7, 8, 9, 10]

.  

 

1. The Founder of the Building: 

The house which is the subject of this study was established by Abd Al-Azim Effendi 

Moustafa Muhammed Abu El-Nil 
[11]

. A document issued by the ministry of interior for the 

Egyptian royal government on 16
th

 of March 1985 corresponding to 20
th

 of Ramadan 1313 

A.H., that is concerned with the approval of the decree of the senate's committee of Minya 

directorate for appointing Abd Al-Azim Effendi Moustafa Abu El-Nil as a mayor of Al-Fashn 

center has been examined. He was chosen for being characterized with his decency, 

outspokenness and full readiness to perform the duties of his job to the fullest. Thus he 

became responsible before the government for managing the affairs of Al-Fashn center and 
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maintaining security 
[12]

 (See Document No.1). Having examined a document representing 

the passport of Abd Al-Azim Effendi issued by the management department at the ministry of 

interior for the Egyptian royal government bearing No. 1198, it is found out that the position 

of the house's owner revealed that he made a journey from Suez port to Jeddah to perform 

pilgrimage in Mecca
 [13]

 (See Document No.2).  

 

2. History of Construction:  

The house was established during the first quarter of the 20
th

 century, specifically in 1921
[11, 

14]
. There was a yard in the place of the house that was used as a store 

[14]
. The house was 

owned by the heirs of Haj Moustafa Abu El-Nil and the store was demolished to be replaced 

by the house. It consisted of one floor and at the beginning of March 1923, the second floor 

was established and the house was sold by Abd Al-Azim Effendi Moustafa Muhammed Abu 

El-Nil to Mrs. Zubaydah Moustafa Muhammed Abu El-Nil under a sales contract registered 

in Minya mixed court on 30
th

 of October 1930
[15]

. Then, in 1933, a share of 12 Meters of the 

mentioned house was sold by Mrs. Zubaydah Hanim Mustafa to Sheikh El-Arab Suleiman 

Mansour Latif under a contract registered on 7/2/1934
[16]

. Now, the first floor is occupied by 

Alexandria Company for Cotton 
[17]

 whereas the second floor is closed. 

   

3. The Site of Construction: 

The house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil is located at Samah El-Wogouh Street which was 

previously known as El-Mansheya El-Bahariya in Al Fashn city 
(H)

 of Beni Suef Governorate 
(I)

 (See Map No.1). It is bordered to the west by the street of the Mosque of Abu El-Nil and to 

the east by the house of the heirs of Mr. Ahmed El-Halabi and to the south by the mosque of 

Moustafa Abu El-Nil 
(J)

 (See Map No.2).  

 

4. The Materials of Construction:  

The materials used in building are stone and brick 
(K)

. 

 

5. Architectural Description: 

The house consists of two floors and a basement 
(L)

. Its architectural plan imitates the 

characteristics of the European architectural design 
(M)

 that is composed of a central hall 

surrounded by rooms 
(N)

. The first floor consists of reception rooms whereas the second floor 

consists of bedrooms and a lounge imitating the plan of the first floor (See Fig.1). The house 

has two entrances; the main entrance in the north and the other entrance in the south. The 

house is characterized by having three facades 
(O)

 that are detached and a fourth facade in the 

east which is adjacent to some other buildings.  

5.1. The Northern Facade (Main Facade):  

This facade is considered the main one of the house, where this house is surrounded by an 

outer stony wall at a height of 1.20 m, topped by columns made of steel bars and the house's 

courtyard is accessed through an entrance in this wall. This entrance is closed by a steel door 
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whose dimensions are 1.35 x 2.40 m, surrounded from both sides by stony pillars. The wall is 

extended to surround the north facade and part of the west one (See Plate No.1). There is a 

courtyard at the front side of the entrance which is a small one with stone ladder 
(P) 

at its 

center leading to the first floor and consisting of 11 steps leading to a verandah
 (Q)

. This 

ladder is surrounded by a rail made of stone balustrades (Barameq) 
(R)

 and at the bottom of the 

rail or handrail 
(S)

, there is an entrance leading to the basement 
(T)

 (See Plate No.2). On the left 

side of the outer entrance, there is another ladder leading to a verandah and reception rooms. 

The length of this facade is 11.70 m and its height is about 11.90 m. The walls of the facade 

are built with polished stone and the facade is divided into three sections;  

 

(A) The First Section:   

This part is at the center of the main facade which lies in the north and the part is accessed 

through a stony ladder. The first layer of the facade is characterized by having two columns 
(U)

 fixed on rectangular bases topping the rail of the verandah. The columns hold up the 

ceiling of the verandah. This part of the facade is opened by three doors which are the main 

door of the house and the door of the reception room and a door of another room overlooking 

the northern facade. The verandah's ceiling is decorated with diverse ornaments. The designer 

of the facade has divided the ceiling into five divisions or parts over which he distributed the 

ornaments and covered the divisions with a white strip decorated with floral motifs taking the 

form of brown flowers. In the middle of the roof, there is a large wrapper which the designer 

filled with diverse colorful floral motifs and whose floor is blue whereas the floor of the four 

areas surrounding the wrapper is green and their ornaments take the form of flowers and plant 

branches and multi-petal flowers. All the ornaments are implemented on gypsum or stucco 

layer 
(V)

 (See Plate No.3). The second layer of this section of the facade has a verandah in its 

middle which is fixed on two stony columns with rectangular bases and Corinthian crowns 
(W) 

holding up the verandah. There are also another two columns adjacent to the wall of the 

facade on the two sides of the verandah with the Corinthian crowns. There is a wooden lintel 

at the lower area between the two columns that holds up the ceiling. The ornament of the 

ceiling of the verandah in the second floor takes the form of a hollow star in the middle of the 

ceiling. The top of the facade is crowned by an embossed stony frame fixed on stony 

Hermdanat (Corbels) 
(X)

 with floral motifs. This part of the facade ends with stony Fronton
(Y)

 

(See Fig. 2), which is decorated with embossed floral motifs. 

 

(B) The Second Section of the Northern Facade:  

It is on the right side of the middle section, where this part of the facade is divided into three 

horizontal divisions; the bottom of the first division consists of two windows connected by a 

segmental 
(Z)

 arch 
(AA)

. The windows of the basement take the form of steel entanglements 

aiming at protecting the house since the holes of the windows are close to the street floor. The 

said two windows are the basement windows. The second division takes the form of two 

windows closed by outer shutters 2.30 x 1.20 m, and these two windows are the windows of 

the first floor and are topped by a solid space that is topped by embossed stony cornice
(BB) 

which extends to the end of the first floor and the beginning of the second floor. The third 
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division of this part of facade takes the form of two rectangles with a frame protruding 

beyond the direction of the facade whose dimensions are about 1.30m x 90 cm and has floral 

motifs
 (CC)

 in its center. These ornaments consist of plant leaves and flowers implemented by 

high relief carving. The ornaments are neatly implemented and are topped by two windows 

closed by shutters and are in the second floor. The top of the two windows are decorated with 

embossed gypsum Rumi ornaments 
(DD)

. These two windows are topped by embossed stony 

cornice topped by five stony Hermdanat (Corbels) among which there are ornaments in the 

form of rosary beads decorating the upper frame of the facade from outside.    

 

(C) The Third Section of the Northern Facade: 

It is on the left side of the middle section: this section is divided into two parts; the first part is 

on the same level of the right side of the facade and consists of two floors. The first floor is a 

door with dimensions of about 2.38 m x 1.20 m closed by two shutters 
(EE)

 and this door leads 

to a reception room existing in the first floor whereas the second floor has a window closed by 

two shutters. The top of the facade is crowned by an embossed cornice held up by stony 

Hermdanat. The eastern side of the main facade protrudes beyond the direction of the facade 

by 3.28 M and includes two facades; the western one is divided into three horizontal parts; the 

first of which has a wooden ladder with six stairs and steel balustrade leading to a landing 

under which there is a doorway leading into basement. The second part represents the first 

floor which consists of a wooden door leading to a reception room. The third part represents 

the second floor which consists of a balcony with a wooden balustrade made of carved wood 

opened by a door with two shutters topped by floral motifs modeled on Rumi ornament 

implemented by gypsum or stucco above which there are three stony Hermdanat (Corbels) 

holding up an embossed cornice. The northern part of this section of the facade is opened 

from the bottom by a window which is closed by two shutters topped by an embossed cornice, 

and then comes the second floor which consists of a balcony with steel balustrade based on 

stony Hermdanat. The balcony is opened by a door closed by two shutters and its top is 

crowned by embossed gypsum floral motifs modeled on Rumi ornament. This is topped by 

three stony Hermdanat holding an embossed stony cornice decorating the top of the facade. 

This part of the facade stands out by protruding beyond the rest of the facade and having a 

stony cornice consisting of three embossed layers which wrap and crown the facade as well as 

the western and southern facades marking the end of the first floor and the beginning of the 

second floor.     

 

5.2. The Western Facade:  

This facade overlooks Abu El-Nil Mosque Street, and extends from north to south by a length 

of 20.45 m, and its southern part opens by a door with dimensions of 1.90 m x 2.80 m, and 

closed by a steel door based on two stony pillars leading to a path between the southern 

facade of the house and the northern facade of the mosque. This path leads to the doorway in 

the southern facade of the house. At one side of the northern facade, there is part of the fence 

which wraps around the main facade. The western facade is divided into three parts; the 

middle part of it starts from the bottom of the wall at around 60 cm and protrudes beyond the 

direction of the wall by 5 cm. This part is topped by two windows closed by two shutters; the 
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height of each is about 2.38 m x 1.20 m. These windows open at the first floor (See Plate 

No.4), and are topped by a balcony protruding outward, which is made of brick and has five 

sides; the biggest of which overlooks the street. There is a window opening in each side and is 

closed by two shutters except for the first and last sides which are closed by one shutter. 

These windows are crowned by floral motifs modeled on the Rumi ornament and are topped 

by an embossed stony frame topped by nine stony Hermdanat implemented decoratively and 

hold up an embossed stony cornice. The top of the facade is crowned by rosary beads' 

ornament.  

 

(A) The Southern Section of the Western Facade: 

It begins from the bottom by a wall protruding by about 5 cm up to a height of around 60 cm. 

This area is topped by two windows whose dimensions are 2.38 m x 1.20 m, and are closed by 

two shutters topped by a wooden balcony based on four wooden cantilevers (Corbels). The 

balustrade of the balcony is made of steel and takes the form of circles penetrated by floral 

motifs (See Plate No.5). There are two doors opening in this balcony and are closed by two 

shutters and are crowned by floral motifs modeled on the Rumi ornament. They are topped by 

an embossed stony frame which is topped by five stony ornamented Hermdanat holding up an 

embossed stony cornice. This facade is marked by having a wooden skylight (Lantern or 

Shokhshikhah) 
(FF)

 which tops the ladder court and is used for lighting and provision of fresh 

air or ventilation.  

 

(B) The Northern Section of the Western Facade: 

The architect followed the system of symmetry 
(GG)

 in designing this facade in terms of the 

distribution of the windows and doors within the area surrounding the facade in addition to 

the most accurate details and the ornaments shown on the facade. Given that the facade is 

extended; it is noted that the architect supports this facade from the middle section by two 

pillars which protrude from the sides of the middle part of the western facade in addition to 

the large number of Hermdanat used in designing the facade.  

 

    5.3. The Southern Facade:  

This facade extends from the west to the east by a length of about 13.33 m, and a height of 

about 13 m. This is the highest facade due to the existence of a room topping the second floor 

from the south. This facade overlooks the mosque's northern facade, and it is separated from 

the mosque by an open corridor of a width around 4 m. There is an entrance that exists at the 

end of the western facade and is closed by two steel shutters (See Plate No.6). This facade is 

divided into three sections as follows;  

(A) The Middle Section of the Southern Facade:  

  It is a protuberant memorial doorway knotted by a semicircular arch 
(HH)

 and closed by a 

wooden door consisting of two shutters. The arch area is covered with steel bars and the top 

of the arch is crowned by an embossed stony cornice topped directly by a window closed by a 

wooden shutter. The top of this window is crowned by floral motifs taking the form of Rumi 

ornament. This window is topped by another one covered with glass and exists in the third 

floor and is crowned by leafy floral motifs. It is noticeable that the windows that top the 
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southern entrance are considered a court ladder for the house. It is thought that this entrance 

existing in the southern facade is devoted to the inhabitants of the house as the ladder leads to 

the bedrooms and a lounge for these inhabitants so the ladder safeguards privacy, as it is far 

from the main hall and the reception rooms of the first floor. 

 

(B) The Eastern Section of the Southern Facade: 

This side is characterized by having two small windows knotted by semicircular arches which 

represent the basement's windows topped by two rectangular windows closed from outside by 

two wooden shutters and steel bars. The two windows are crowned by ornaments made of 

leafy floral motifs modeled on Rumi ornament that is topped by an embossed stony cornice 

marking the end of the first floor. This is topped by two windows closed by two shutters in 

addition to five Hermdanat holding up an embossed stony cornice. The third floor that 

represents the roof of the house is used for building rooms that are utilized during summer. 

These rooms are not left unembellished but are decorated with floral motifs. It is noticed that 

there is a room made of carved wood in the third floor overlooking the outside and is used as 

a room for cleaning clothes as mentioned in the documents relevant to the house 
[14-15]

. It 

could be said that the third floor is used as an outlet and as a method of ventilation for the 

house inhabitants during summer times. 

 

(C) The Western Section of the Southern Facade:  

This side is similar to a great extent to the eastern side since it has a window closed by two 

shutters and its top is crowned by leafy floral motifs. This window is topped by an embossed 

stony cornice marking the end of the first floor. This is topped by a deep or sunken 

rectangular area engraved with embossed floral motifs topped by a window closed by two 

shutters and an embossed stony cornice decorated with four stony Hermdanat. This cornice is 

held by a solid wall and part of the skylight which lights up the southern ladder of the house. 

 

6. The Architectural Description of the Residence from the Inside:  

(A) Basement 
(T)

: 

The house includes a small courtyard in the northern side that leads to the basement which is 

described as an entire floor under the earth's surface consisting of a room and a bathroom in 

the east, and it also includes two rooms in the west. It is noteworthy that this description is 

mentioned according to the inventory notebook of A'wayed of El-Mansheya El-Bahareya Street, 

Notebook No. (12813/218/34) for the Year 1925, which is preserved in the general archives house in 

the Citadel of Egypt 
[16]

. It was not possible to enter the basement due to being closed and 

desolate a long time ago, but it is concluded that the basement is an entire floor consisting of a 

number of rooms and a bathroom and some windows distributed among the northern, western 

and southern facades of the house and this is a proof that it is an entire floor under the earth's 

surface 
[18]

. 

(B) The First Floor of the Residence:  

The house is accessed through an ascending ladder existing in the northern facade and leading 

to the verandah as well as the main entrance of the house. The verandah is a rectangular area 

with dimensions of about 4.39 m x 3.92 m, and its floor consists of small tiles and the 
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verandah overlooks the outside through stony pillars holding up its roof and is preceded from 

the north by stony balustrade (Handrail). The architect was interested in decorating the 

verandah's roof with various floral motifs colored blue, green and gold. The architect was 

interested not only in decorating the verandah's roof, but also the house's roofs as well as 

painting the roofs in general.  

(C) The Main Entrance of the Residence: 

It is accessed through an opening in the door closed by wooden shutters with dimensions of 

about 2.70 m x 2.29 m, and consists of four parts. The width of each shutter is about 57 cm 

and the bottom of each is decorated with floral motifs that take the form of plant branches and 

trees. The upper part of each shutter is covered with glass supported by steel bars, whereas the 

top horizontal section of a door which is made of wood is divided into three parts; the middle 

part which is the biggest one is covered from the inside with glass and from the outside with 

steel bars. On both sides of this middle part, there were two oval areas covered with glass and 

steel bars. This is topped by an embossed wooden cornice surrounded from both sides by two 

wooden corbels 
(X)
 decorated with floral motifs that take the form of a vase with flowers (See 

Plate No.7). 

7. The Planning of the Residence: 

The house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil adopted the imported European design or the so-

called European Planning newcomer 
(M)

 represented by the hall as the main element in the 

design, where the rooms are distributed around it. Moreover, all the rooms lead to the hall and 

each line of rooms is open without partitions, and also there is a reception room (See Fig. 1).  

 

(A) The Central Hall 
(II)

: 

It is a rectangular area with dimensions of about 6.38 m x 4.42 m, and is opened from the 

north by a main entrance door with dimensions of about 2.70 m x 2.29 m. The western wall 

has two doors; each of which is a rectangular opening of about 3.37 m x 1.17 m, and are 

closed by two wooden shutters. The eastern wall has also two doors; each of which is a 

rectangular opening of about 3.37 m x 1.17 m, and are closed by two wooden shutters as well, 

and the southern wall has also two doors. As mentioned above, it is noteworthy that the 

design of the house is a central hall surrounded by three rooms from the west and three rooms 

from the east. The hall is opened by two doors from the southern side, and one of which leads 

to a bathroom and another hall. The corridor before the bathroom and the hall has a door 

leading to the ladder of the second floor and the entrance of the southern facade. The floor of 

the hall takes the form of small tiles. It is noticed that the height between the first floor and 

the ceiling of the hall and all the rooms is about 4.64 M (See Plate No.8).  

 

(B) The Ceiling 
(JJ)

: 

The ceiling of the hall of the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil is one of the distinct ceilings, 

as it is decorated with marvelous floral motifs and geometric decorations. The ceiling includes 

an embossed plaster frame which has ornaments of Cores and Teeth 
(KK)

 at its bottom. The 

frame is topped by another one that contains an ornamental strip that link them together 

through plant patterns taking the form of leaves decorated with the golden color. The ceiling 

has form of embossed pomegranates in its four corners, where in the middle of every two 
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pomegranates, there is a wrapper decorated with embossed golden floral motifs. The ceiling 

has been ornamented with a strip inside which there were geometric decorations and floral 

motifs taking the form of multiple petal flowers. The center of the ceiling is a rectangular 

embossed plaster frame. In the middle of each side of the rectangle, there is a semicircular 

shape. The corners of the rectangle are decorated with floral motifs taking the form of golden 

plant branches on a green background. The center of the ceiling is ornamented with an 

embossed golden wrapper (Gamma) made of stucco or plaster from which floral motifs come 

out taking the form of golden plant branches on green background, where the lighting 

equipment are hanging from the central wrapper (Gamma) of the ceiling (See Plates Nos. 8,9, 

10, and Fig. 3). 

 

(C) The Rooms of the First Floor: 

- The First Room: 

The first room is located to the right of the one entering the house to the west of the hall and is 

a rectangular area with dimensions of about 3.96 m x 4.91 m, and is accessed through two 

doors; one through the hall and the other through the verandah. Each door is a rectangular 

opening with dimensions of about 3.37 m x 1.17 m. The room is closed by a wooden door 

topped by a wooden partition; the top of which is opened by a fanlight covered with glass. It 

is characterized by having four windows; two windows for each wall for both the western and 

the northern walls. Each window is a rectangular area with dimensions of about 2.38 m x 1.20 

m, and a depth of about 31 cm, where each is closed by two shutters and its southern wall has 

a door opening leading to the next room (See Plate No.11). The ceiling of the room is 

ornamented from the top of the walls with an embossed brown plaster frame topped by 

another frame that are linked together by an ornamental strip decorated with geometric 

decorations which take the form of brown squares and rectangular shapes colored in white. 

This strip is topped by another strip whose sides are decorated with semicircular shapes from 

which floral motifs emerge taking the form of vases. There is an embossed wrapper (Gamma) 

in the middle of the ceiling decorated with flower shapes and surrounded by bundles of floral 

motifs and vases from which roses and flowers emerge and implemented neatly in brown and 

silver colors on a white background achieving harmony and symmetry between colors. There 

is also a shape in the middle of the ceiling which is similar to Bukhariyya 
(LL)

 (See Fig.4). 

There were floral motifs distributed across the corners of the room and were taken from the 

central ornaments of the ceiling that was painted in sky blue shade (See Plate No.12). The 

floor of the room was made of Parquet wood 
(MM)

 and this room became now the office of the 

branch manager of Alexandria Cotton Exporters Association. 

 

- The Second Room: 

The second room is located to the right of the one entering the house to the west of the hall, 

where it is accessed through an opening at the door which is rectangular in shape with about 

3.37 m width x 1.17 m length and with a depth of about 57 cm. The dimensions of the room 

are about 2.92 m x 4.94 m. It is noticeable that the entrance door to the eastern wall is a 

wooden one topped by a fanlight covered with glass. There are two windows to the western 

wall in this room. Each window is a rectangular opening with dimensions of about 2.38 m x 
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1.20 m. There is also a rectangular opening to the northern wall which takes the form of a 

door closed by two wooden shutters leading to the first room. There is also a door to the end 

of the eastern wall which is rectangular in shape with dimensions of about 3.33 m x 97 cm, 

and is closed by two wooden shutters and leads to the next room which is now closed and 

used as a wall cupboard. The ends of the room's walls are represented by a green embossed 

plaster frame topped by another brown one and they are linked together by an ornamental 

strip decorated with geometric decorations 
(NN)
 that take the form of intersecting hexagonal 

shapes. The brown plaster frame is followed by another similar one and both are linked by 

multiple petal flowers painted with yellow on a white background. The corners of the room's 

ceiling are ornamented with a four-petal flower painted with red inside a semicircular shape 

which is subdivided into floral motifs taken from nature represented by roses, leaves and plant 

branches. The four corners are linked together through plant leaves extended to be connected 

with each corner. The center of the ceiling is ornamented from its middle with a red wrapper 

(Gamma) filled with floral motifs taking the form of a little flower surrounded by another 

golden wrapper (Gamma) which is branched into floral motifs taking the form of plant 

branches and leafy floral motifs painted with gold (See Fig.5), (See Plate No. 13). The floor 

of the room is made of Parquet wood. 

 

- The Third Room:  

This room is located in the east and is dedicated to the reception of the men guests since it 

includes a ladder from the north and is independent from the main hall of the house. It 

protrudes beyond the direction of the main facade by 3 m, and its entrance door is accessed 

through a wooden ladder consisting of five stairs existing in the house's courtyard. The 

entrance door takes the form of rectangular opening with dimensions of about 3.37 m x 1.17 

m, and is closed by two wooden shutters. This room is a rectangular area with dimensions of 

about 3.28 m x 3.35 m. There is a door opening to the southern wall that leads to the next 

room. There is a window for the northern wall that overlooks the street with dimensions of 

about 2.38 m x 1.20 m. This window is raised above the floor of the room by about 1 m, and 

is closed by two shutters. The ceiling of the room begins with two embossed stony frames 

linked together by an unornamented strip. In the middle of the ceiling, there is a dark green 

wrapper (Gamma) which has a four-petal red flower in its center and is surrounded by a circle 

painted with silver and from which there are vases of modified floral motifs and antimony 

flower
(OO) 

(See Fig. 6), as well as other ornamental patterns in the form of shells 
(PP)

. All the 

ornaments are implemented inside a shape similar to Bukhariyya that exists in the middle of 

the ceiling (See Plate No.14). The floor of this room takes the form of tiles, and it is worth 

mentioning that this room is dedicated for reception, so it had to have an entrance separate 

from the house. 

 

- The Fourth Room:  

It is the first room on the left side of the main entrance to the east of the main hall of the 

house, as it is rectangular in shape with dimensions of about 5 m x 4 m. It has an entrance 

from the west that takes the form of a rectangular door opening with dimensions of about 3.37 

m x 1.17 m. The room is closed by two wooden shutters topped by a fanlight covered with 
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glass. The eastern wall to the room has two windows; each of which with dimensions of about 

2.40 m x 1.19 m, and a depth of about 54 cm. The northern wall of the room has a rectangular 

opening closed by a wooden door with two shutters. It has a window overlooking the 

courtyard of the house in the northern facade. The southern wall has a door closed by two 

wooden shutters and leads to the next fifth room. This room is the connecting link between 

the hall and the reception room (See Plate No.15). The ceiling of this room begins from the 

bottom with an embossed plaster frame topped by another one and are linked together by an 

ornamental strip whose sides are decorated with geometric decorations followed by 

ornamental one surrounded by an embossed plaster frame decorated with modified flowers 

consisting of four petals with patterns repeated along the strip. In the corners of the frame, 

there is a rectangular shape painted with green, as the corners of the ceiling are ornamented 

with floral motifs that take the form of a vase from which modified plant branches emerge. In 

the middle of the ceiling, there is an embossed plaster wrapper (Gamma) decorated with 

embossed floral motifs into which lighting equipment is mounted. The wrapper (Gamma) is 

surrounded by floral motifs taking the form of plant branches as well as a flower and 

implemented in golden and white colors (See Fig.7). The floor of the room is made of wood 

(See Plates Nos.16, 17). 

 

- The Fifth Room: 

It is the second room on the left side of the hall to the east of the main entrance and is 

rectangular in shape with dimensions of about 5.38 m x 3.91 m. It has an entrance from the 

west which is a rectangular door opening with dimensions of about 3.37 m x 1.17 m, and is 

closed by two wooden shutters topped by a fanlight covered with glass. The northern wall has 

a door closed by two wooden shutters leading to the previous fourth room. It also has a small 

window with dimensions of about 2.41 m x 30 cm that overlooks the court. The eastern wall 

is solid whereas the southern wall has a door closed by two wooden shutters leading to a 

vestibule (corridor) that in turn leads to the bathroom and a door that leads to the ladder of the 

second floor. There is a part of the ceiling of this room which has been damaged, but the 

falling part of the ceiling made it possible for us to know the method of building the ceiling 

which was by using wooden boards and veins and then placing wooden planks under the veins 

and mounting a plaster layer on the planks and implementing ornaments on the roof. The 

ceiling of the fifth room is characterized by having its corners ornamented through a circle 

implemented in golden color and surrounded from outside by floral motifs derived from 

nature. The ceiling of the room begins from the bottom by an embossed plaster frame 

followed by another one and both are linked by an ornamental strip whose top and bottom are 

decorated with floral motifs taking the form of eight-petal flower repeated along the 

ornamental strip. This strip is topped by another inside which floral motifs are implemented. 

The ceiling has in its middle a wrapper (Gamma) decorated with multi-petal flowers into 

which lighting equipment is mounted. The ornaments surrounding the wrapper (Gamma) take 

the form of plant leaves and modified plant branches implemented in golden color (See Plate 

No.18). The western direction of the room has a door closed by two wooden shutters leading 

to a vestibule (Dirkah, Corridor) that leads to the ladder of the second floor. The southern wall 

of the Dirkah has a door with dimensions of about 2.63 m x 79 cm closed by a wooden shutter 

and leads to a rectangular room with dimensions of about 1.85 m x 71 cm whose southern 
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side has a window overlooking the southern facade of the house and is covered with glass. 

This small room is opened from the east by a door with dimensions of about 2.13 m x 71 cm 

arched by a pointed arch leading to the bathroom (See Plate No.19). It is noteworthy that the 

ceiling of the bathroom was a flat one made of white plaster, and the bathroom was lighted by 

circular shapes covered with glass which are similar to the artificial lighting or the so-called 

Madawi in Islamic bathrooms (Hammams) (See Plate No.20). As for the roof (ceiling) of the 

house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil, it takes the form of wood boards supported by wood 

planks covered with plaster and painted with oil colors on which various decorations were 

implemented. 

 

(D) The Upper Floors: 

Through checking the inventory notebook of A'wayed of El-Mansheya El-Bahareya Street, 

which is preserved in the general archives house in the Citadel of Egypt 
[14-15]

, it was found 

out that the second floor was added at the beginning of March 1923. The design of the second 

floor was similar to that of the first one. This floor consists of a hall with five rooms and 

Shakma
 (QQ)

, and these rooms end with a corridor leading to a bathroom from the southern 

side. From the west, there is a room with a balcony. As for the third floor, it consists of a 

washing room 
(RR) 

as well as a bathroom 
[14-15]

. 

 

8. Analytical Study of the Residence of Abd Al-Azim Effendi Abu El-Nil:  

There is no doubt that during the reign of Muhammad Ali Pasha and afterwards, Egypt 

witnessed foreign influences that affected architecture in general and residential buildings in 

particular. This led to the difference in the architectural styles, ideas and design values that 

helped in the emergence of diverse styles reflected in the residential buildings of this period in 

Egypt 
[1, 19]

. During the reign of Muhammad Ali's dynasty, Egypt was influenced by the 

European architecture in particular as the rulers of the 'Alawiyya dynasty viewed Europe as 

one of the sources of civilization and advancement 
[20, 21, 22]

. So, Muhammad Ali did his best 

to push Egypt towards knowing about this civilization and carefully examine its distinctive 

architecture and different branches of arts, where this period in architecture was called 

"Tafarnuj or Westernization", which started at the beginning of the 19
th

 century when 

Muhammad Ali introduced the modern centralized government which was derived from the 

European systems, where it is usual that if you adopt the culture and system of a certain 

society, the dominant architectural styles of this society will necessarily be transmitted as well 
[23, 24] 

. It is noteworthy that one of the main reasons that helped Egypt's shift towards the west 

was sending missions to European countries especially France and Italy, as Khedive Isma'il 

wanted to modernize Egypt along European lines, since he stayed and studied in Europe and 

wanted to turn Egypt into a center for cultural evolution 
[25, 26, 27]

. It could be said that the 

'Alawiyya dynasty sought the help of foreign engineers and workers who were made use of 

not only for their knowledge, but also for educating a number of Egyptians 
[28, 29]

. Moreover, 

the spread of education in Egypt led to the widespread adoption of the European architectural 

style in designing the residential buildings of the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries 
[30, 31, 32]

. As a result, 

the Egyptian governorates were influenced by the dominant artistic and architectural trends in 
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Cairo. It is noteworthy that the most important principles of European architecture were 

derived from Islamic architecture and are put into practice again with their European forms 

and characteristics which are repetition, balance and contrast, where contrast means harmony 

between residential units to give the building a touch of beauty and elegance, 
[33] 

also 

simplicity and similarity which characterized the residential buildings during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 

centuries 
[34]

. It is worth mentioning that there is a strong relationship between characteristics 

of the building and social and economic standards of its owner taking the weather factor into 

account 
[35]

. It is noteworthy that the concept of privacy has to be available in the residential 

buildings since it was prevalent in the buildings throughout the Islamic periods. Privacy is 

also maintained in the modern residential buildings since every type of buildings has a special 

nature relevant to and suitable for their design and outer structure and has to be in line with 

dominant ideas, religious beliefs and customs and traditions 
[36]

. Privacy could also mean 

respecting the freedom of an individual which is represented by the persistent desire of the 

owner of the house to prevent strangers from looking into his house and to separate the boys 

and girls. In addition, the bedrooms (in the second floor) were far from the reception rooms 

(in the first floor), so there had to be a vertical extension to the house 
[37, 38]

. The planning of 

the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil was influenced by the residential buildings' design 

during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries, since it included a hall which was used as a place for 

receiving guests and practicing everyday life activities for the residents of the house or a 

palace 
[39]

. The hall takes the form of a rectangular section 
[40]

 and has a ladder leading to the 

second floor. It is a central middle area surrounded by rooms through which all rooms are 

accessed. This style was adopted in designing the houses of Al-Fashn city, as in the case of 

Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house. The rooms are the most important parts of the house which 

located on the right and left sides of the central hall 
[41]

 whose projections range from square 

to rectangular shapes. The corridors too are important units which are indispensable inside 

each building 
[42]

, since they help connect the internal architectural units of the house quickly 

and smoothly 
[43]

 and this facilitates family communication and unity 
[44]

. The floors of the 

house are tiles built on a layer of cement and sand and this is a modern method of 

construction 
(SS)

. This type of floors is used in Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house in addition to 

the wooden floors which are used in the house subject to this study. The roof is also 

considered one of the main elements of construction as the building is not complete without a 

roof. Though the walls of any building are important for holding up the roof and defining the 

architectural space, this space could not be identified without a roof. The character of the 

building is defined by the type and form of its roof. In addition, the costs of any building 

increase by the cost of its roofs and decrease by the cost of its roofs
 [45]

. As for the roofs of the 

house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil, they are of two types; the first is the flat horizontal roof, 

and the second was the sloping gable roof. It is noteworthy that the function of the roof is 

summarized in "Thermal Insulation" 
[46, 47, 48]

, "Sound Insulation" 
[49, 50, 51]

,"Giving the 

building artistic touch"
[52]

, and "Protection against wind and rain" 
[53]

. Balconies are 

supplementary elements to the house since they are one of the modern elements derived from 

European architecture which had large spaces that connect between the indoor and outdoor of 
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the house 
[54]

, where the balconies are integrated into the three facades of the house of Abd 

Al-Azim Abu El-Nil. Then, the balcony becomes one of the repetitive architectural elements 

and is characterized by commonly adopting an engineering system in its construction, since 

balconies and verandahs were often of rectangular or square shapes, but balconies were 

smaller in space than verandahs. It is noteworthy that large-space balconies ''verandahs'' were 

in the north of the residential building during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries, where the inhabitants 

of the house spend part of their time during summer time. There were tables and couches in 

the verandahs where the inhabitants of the house and visitors engage in a conversation during 

break time and when having food and beverages 
[55]

. The equivalence of this element in the 

Islamic houses during Mamluk and Ottoman periods was the seat 
[56]

. It is worth mentioning 

that the Fronton which existed on the northern facade of the house which is the subject of this 

study is one of the important architectural features which was common in the Greek 

architecture and continued to exist in the Roman architecture and is still significant in the 

European architecture in the modern era. This element was transferred to Egypt together with 

the European influences imported into Egypt during the 19
th

 century 
[19]

. It is noteworthy that 

it is taken for granted that the facilities and buildings are built of building materials available 

in the governorate or the city where the facility is established 
[41]

. The building materials in 

the modern buildings do not depend on the building materials available in the local 

environment only such as; stones, adobe brick, gypsum and sand, but included also some 

imported materials such as; wood, steel and reinforced concrete which are the outcome of the 

industrial development influenced by the western countries 
[57]

. The spread of these new 

materials used in building resulted from the development in the modes of transportation. The 

design of the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil in Al-Fashn city was influenced by the 

weather conditions given that Egypt's weather is hot in summer and warm in winter, so the 

main entrance and verandahs are in the north and there are a lot of windows installed at the 

facades at a high altitude to let ventilation into the house 
[58]

. Moreover, the northern western 

winds are often considered the mild factor in Egypt since they are the source of fresh air 

during summer. The architect tried to make use of the wind direction to help renovate and 

bring the pure air into the house. Wind blowing affected urban planning in Egypt as most of 

Egyptian cities were built in a way that suits the direction of the wind blowing from the north 

given that the north is the direction where winds blow to alleviate the hotness of summer 
[59]

. 

In addition, there are certain adjustments made by the architect in whom he takes into account 

building bathrooms in the south as much as possible in order to prevent the foul odors from 

being smelt by the house inhabitants, so the bathroom of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house 

was built and located in the south side. 

 

9. Analytical and Comparative Study Between the Residence of Abd Al-

Azim Abu El-Nil and Some Residential Buildings During the 19
th

 and 20
th

 

Centuries  

The house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil is one of the residential buildings that still exist in Al-

Fashn city-Beni Suef Governorate-Egypt. It is one of the architectural models that was 

influenced by the European styles imported to Egypt 
(TT)

 due to the spread of foreign 
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engineers, architects and technicians who had come to Egypt with the beginning of 

Muhammad Ali Pasha's rule and during the reign of his dynasty. Therefore, a number of 

architectural and ornamental elements of the residential buildings emerged and were 

obviously influenced by these European styles. The most important of those styles were the 

Gothic style 
(D)

, the Renaissance style 
(C)

 and the Eclectic style 
(G)

. It is noticed that there was 

a similarity between some architectural characteristics and the artistic features which were 

influenced by the aforementioned styles and their counterparts adopted in the residential 

buildings of the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries and this will be evidented as follows: 
- Floors multiplied in the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil, the same as in the residential 

buildings of the 20
th

 century such as Baron Palace which dates back to 1905-1911 and is 

located at El-Orouba Street, Masr El-Gedida (Heliopolis), Cairo 
(UU)

. Baron Palace is 

characterized by having multiple floors which reached four floors consisting of the basement, 

the kitchens and the servants' rooms. The first floor is composed of a large central hall, three 

rooms and a billiard room. The second floor consists of lounges and bedrooms whereas the 

third floor (the roof) is an outlet for the palace's inhabitants to enjoy the fresh air of the 

summer time 
[60]

. The characteristics of the multiple floors are also obvious in the Palace of 

Hamd Pasha El-Basal that dates back to 1902, which is located at Ezbet El-Basal affiliate to 

Etsa center in El-Fayoum governorate. Hamd Pasha's Palace consists of four floors, so it is 

similar to Baron's Palace in terms of the number of floors and the functional role of each of its 

four floors 
[61]

. The same applies to Alexan's Palace which dates back to 1910 and is located 

at El-Mohafza Street in Assiut and consists also of four floors 
[62]

, so it is similar 

architecturally and functionally to the house the subject of the study.  

- It is noticed that parts of the floors of the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil are covered 

with wood and this is evident in a lot of residential buildings in Cairo and Egyptian 

governorates in general. An instance of these buildings is "Anisa Wesa's Palace" that dates 

back to 1899 and is located at El-Mahkama El-Sharaia Street of El-Horeya Street in El-

Fayoum governorate. The floor of this Palace is covered with Parquet wood 
[55, 61]

. In 

addition, Parquet wood is also used to cover the floors of ''Princess Shivakiar's Palace" that 

dates back to 1900-1907 and is located in El-Matariya in Cairo, especially its salon and dining 

room 
[63]

. The same applies to "Aisha Fahmy's Palace'' that dates back to 1922 to 1928 and is 

located at El-Zamalek district in Cairo, where Parquet wood is used to cover most of its floors 
[64]

. It is generally noticed that Parquet wood was used for covering the floors of the Palaces 

of the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries and this is one of the remarkable characteristics of the European 

Baroque style 
[1]

. 

- The existence of rectangular windows closed by glass shutters which is one of the European 

influences that does not suit the nature of the weather in Egypt, so the shutters were added to 

the windows to suit the nature of the weather. In addition, glass is commonly used 
(VV)

, where 

there are verities of windows' shapes 
(WW)

 in the residential buildings in Egypt. Rectangular 

windows were installed on ''Anisa Wesa's Palace" built in 1899, and ''Abd El-Satar El-Basal's 

Palace that dates back to 1905-1907, which is located at Ezbet El-Basal affiliate of Etsa center 

in El-Fayoum governorate 
[61]

, as well as "Aisha Fahmy's Palace built in 1922 at El-Zamalek 

district in Cairo 
[64]

. 
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- The entrances of the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil are multiplied, but the most 

important of which is the block of the main entrance that often lay in the middle of the facade 

so that it is distinct from the other subsidiary entrances. The entrances multiply also in the 

Palace of "Abd El-Kader El-Basal" built from 1924 to 1926, which is located at El-Seda El-

Qiblia at Etsa center in El-Fayoum governorate 
[61]

. 

- The existence of the courtyard at the front of the building which became an alternative to the 

courtyard that lay at the center of the residential buildings during Islamic periods and is one of 

the imported European influences. So it could be said that the house with all its openings 

overlooks the outside through windows, balconies and entrances. This runs counter to the 

concept of privacy and preserving the sanctity of the inhabitants of the house.  
- The multiplicity of the windows and doors has decreased within the wall surfaces that are 

considered one of the clear Gothic influences in the house the subject of the study. It is 

noteworthy that the few wall surfaces in the residential buildings in Egypt resulted from the 

evident influence by the imported styles in general and the Gothic style in particular 
[65]

. 

- Balconies 
(XX)

 are one of the European influences transferred to Egypt during the 19
th

 

century and one of the elements that are installed on the facades of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's 

house in Al-Fashn city, as balconies and verandahs are widely installed on the facades of this 

house. Balconies also exist in a lot of Palaces and houses. Instances of which are as ''Baron's 

Palace'' in Masr El-Gedida (Heliopolis), Cairo, ''Alexan's Palace'' in Assiut, ''Aisha Fahmy's 

Palace in El-Zamalek district in Cairo, as well as ''Hamd El-Basal's Palace in El-Fayoum 

governorate.  
- The use of supporting trusses and pillars that are installed on the west facade of the house of 

Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil and this is considered one of the Gothic influences. 

- The existence of cornice 
(BB)

 which is one of the influences derived from the Renaissance's 

age style that obviously crowned the facades of this house.   

- The existence of Fronton 
(Y)

 on the northern facade and at the top of the main entrance of the 

house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil, which is considered one of the remarkable elements of the 

Renaissance style especially the triangular Fronton 
(YY)

. Fronton also appeared in "Anisa 

Wesa's Palace in El-Fayoum, and ''Alexan's Palace'' in Assiut, as well as ''Prince Said Pasha 

Halim'' whose establishment dates back to 1895-1896 and is located at Champollion Street in 

Cairo, where Fronton is installed on the main facades of the palace 
[1]

. 

- Installing columns with Corinthian crowns 
(W)

 at the northern facade of the house of Abd 

Al-Azim Abu El-Nil as these columns had emerged in Islamic architecture in general and 

were imported from Greek and Roman architecture. The Corinthian crown is much more 

complex and elaborate than the Doric and Ionic Orders. It is distinguished with its carved 

ornamentation as well as the existence of the leaf of acanthus 
(ZZ)

.  

- An increasing interest in the organization based on the principle of similarity and this is 

apparent through the facades of the house especially the western and southern facades. It is 

noteworthy that similarity or symmetry principle 
(GG) 

existed since Islamic periods in Egypt, 

where it could be said that there is apparent influence by the Islamic style. In addition, there is 

an interest in implementing axial doors due to the existence of the northern and southern 

entrances on one axis and this is one of the Islamic influences 
(AAA)

.
 
It is noticed that the 
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middle of the western facade of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house is similar to a great extent 

to the middle of the western facade of the Palace of Abd El-Kader El-Basal built in 1924 in 

El-Fayoum, where the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil is similar to the Palace of Abd El-

Kader El-Basal in terms of having a prominence protruding from the face of the walls and 

overlooking the outside through ribbed or polygonal walls, where each side of the walls has a 

rectangular window closed by shutters.  
- In the middle of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house, there is a main hall into which a number 

of rooms open. This architectural feature is one of the European influences that were common 

in residential houses during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries such as the Palaces of ''Anisa Wesa'', 

''Hamd El-Basal'', and ''Abd El-Kader El-Basal'' in El-Fayoum governorate 
(BBB)

. 

- It is noticed that there is apparent influence by the Islamic style shown in the ornaments of 

Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house either the floral motifs represented by multi-petal flower, 

plant leaves and branches 
(CC)

, as well as the geometric ornaments 
(NN)

 represented by circles, 

semicircles and wrappers (Gammat) in addition to the types of Islamic arches 
(AA)

 

implemented in Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house such as the semi-circular arch existed in the 

southern entrance of the house and the pointed arch existed on the door leading to the 

bathroom. There are also some kinds of artificial lightings (Madawi) which installed into the 

ceiling of the bathroom represented by circles covered with glass and are considered one of 

the Islamic artistic influences. 

- An interest in the interior ornaments implemented on the internal ceilings 
(JJ)
 of the house of 

Al-Azim Abu El-Nil such as the ceilings of the hall and rooms as well as the use of various 

colors. In addition, the ornaments of ceilings of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house are similar 

to those of the ceiling of ''Anisa Wesa's Palace built in 1899 in El-Fayoum, and this in terms 

of varying and merging between the floral motifs and geometric decorations, where the 

ornaments were influenced by Rumi ornament. Moreover, the varying ceilings ornaments 

were common in the residential buildings in Egypt during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries.  

 

10. 
 
Conclusion of the Study 

During the 19
th

 and the beginning of the 20
th

 centuries, architecture witnessed an architectural 

leap or breakthrough in terms of the styles of establishing residential buildings in Egypt. This 

was due to Muhammad Ali's dynasty's influence by the European architectural styles and arts 

since they introduced new styles in building which were different from the prevailing 

architectural styles in Egypt in the previous eras. In addition, Muhammad Ali's dynasty's 

persistent desire to turn Egypt into a piece of Europe especially the cities of Cairo and 

Alexandria, which has given the buildings of the dynasty a special and distinct style. The 

European influences - which considered as symbols of progress, urbanization and civilization- 

were not limited to Cairo as the capital of Egypt but they were transferred to other Egyptian 

cities through the rise of trade traffic as well as the development of transportation which 

contributed to their spread then. It is noteworthy that there was also a role played by foreign 

architects and engineers who circulated their foreign architectural principles, and ideas in the 

north and south of Egypt as well as in capital cities. Al Fashn city in Beni Suef Governorate 

was set as an example as it included a number of residential buildings established during the 

first half of the 20
th

 century and Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house is considered one of these 
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distinct buildings artistically and architecturally since it stands out for adopting the domestic 

style of the residential building of the governorates. Moreover, the house preserved the 

domestic architectural traditions and was influenced by the European methods and styles in 

terms of architectural styles and ornamental elements. This study was adopted and addressed 

through the descriptive approach and analytical methodology for presenting the residential 

house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil. The civil architecture of Al Fashn city was influenced by 

a lot of European styles as well as the arts of the Renaissance's age. Therefore, the 

architectural styles and ornamental elements influenced by the Gothic style, the Baroque style, 

the Renaissance style and the Eclectic style which were emerged clearly in this period. The 

house which is the subject of the study was established by Abd Al-Azim Effendi Moustafa 

Mohammed Abu El-Nil during the first quarter of the 20
th

 century specifically in 1921 A.D. 

This residential house is located in Samah El-Wogoh Street which was previously known as 

El-Manshia El-Bahria Street in Al-Fashn city of Beni Suef Governorate. It is bordered to the 

west by the mosque of Abu El-Nil's Street and to the east by the house of the heirs of El-

Sayyid Ahmed El-Halaby and to the south by the Mosque of Moustafa Abu El-Nil. The house 

of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil consists of four floors including a basement. The architectural 

planning of the house follows the characteristics of the European design that consists of a 

central hall surrounded by rooms. The first floor consists of reception rooms, whereas the 

second floor consists of bedrooms and lounges. The house has two entrances; the main 

entrance in the north and the other entrance in the south. This residential house is 

characterized by having three free facades that are detached, whereas the fourth facade is in 

the east side and is adjacent to some other buildings. 

 

11. Results and Recommendations of the Study 

- Thorough the study, it turns out that there are hints or features of combining between the 

concepts of Islamic thought relevant to the residential buildings and the maintenance of the 

principle of privacy, as well as the trial of keeping abreast with the architectural development 

of the modern residential building's form. 

- It turns out that the architect has taken into his account the weather conditions and the 

distribution of the architectural units inside the house and orienting the block of the main 

entrance towards the north to provide the building with the required ventilation or provision 

of fresh air. 

- The Islamic influences are evident in the architecture and decoration of the house such as 

axial doors, the principles of similarity or symmetry, arches as well as the floral motifs, 

geometric decorations and artificial lightings (Madawi). 

- The types of Islamic arches adopted in the house are varied such as; semi-circular arch in the 

southern entrance and the pointed arch at the door leading to the bathroom, as well as the 

artificial lightings (Madawi) installed into the ceiling of the bathroom which represented by 

the circles covered with glass and are considered one of the Islamic artistic influences. 

- An increasing interest in the organization based on the similarity or symmetry principle and 

this is evident through the house's facades especially the western and southern facades. It is 

noteworthy that the similarity or symmetry principle existed since the beginning of Islamic 

periods in Egypt, and this indicated the apparent influence by the Islamic style. In addition, 
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there is also an interest in making axial doors as the northern and southern entrances appeared 

on one axis and this is one of the Islamic influences that appeared in this house. 

- It is noticed that there is an influence by the Islamic style evident in the abundant use of the 

floral motifs in the house's ceilings, where these motifs take the form of multi-petal flowers, 

plant branches and leaves as well as the geometric ornaments. 

- Oil colors are used to highlight the ornaments in addition to the blue and green colors that 

are used to help in relaxation and rest. The golden color is also used since it often signifies the 

richness and position of the owner of the house. 

- The influence by the European architectural styles and artistic patterns, which have appeared 

in architecture of this house that has been shown by adopting the Gothic style, Baroque style 

and the Renaissance style. 

- Thorough the study, it turns out that the windows are multiple to provide lighting and proper 

ventilation. In addition, the house includes a first floor dedicated for reception and a second 

floor dedicated to sleep and rest for house's inhabitants. The multiple floors in residential 

buildings are considered as a distinctive feature that was common during Muhammad Ali's 

reign and modern era. 

- The existence of rectangular windows closed by glass shutters, which is one of the European 

influences in addition to the use of wood to cover the floors of the house, which is also one of 

the imported European influences. 

- The entrances of the house are multiple and the block of the main entrance is considered the 

most important and is often in the middle of the facade, therefore it is distinct from the other 

subsidiary entrances. It is also noticed that there is a special entrance dedicated to the house 

inhabitants in the south side.  

- The existence of the courtyard which is at the front of the house which was an alternative to 

the courtyard that is at the center of the residential buildings during Islamic periods. The 

house with all its openings overlooks the outside through windows, balconies and entrances 

and this highlights the imported European influences. 

- It is noticed that there are many windows and doors so the wall surfaces are few in the house 

and this is one of the clear Gothic influences. In addition, the supporting uprights and stony 

pillars which are used in the western facade of the house are also a Gothic influence. 

- The existence of cornice which is one of the influences taken from the Renaissance style and 

this is apparent on the house's facades in addition to the existence of Fronton in the northern 

facade and at the top of the main entrance which is one of the distinctive elements of the 

Renaissance style especially the triangular Fronton, as well as the Corinthian columns which 

are also used in the north facade and are also one of the influences of the Renaissance style. 

- In the middle of the house, there is a main hall into which a number of rooms open and this 

architectural characteristic is one the European influences shown by the residential buildings 

during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries in Egypt and it is obvious in the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu 

El-Nil the subject of the study. 

- Balconies and verandahs were European influences that were transferred to Egypt during the 

19
th

 century. They are among elements and influences that are evident in the facades of the 

house. 
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- The study recommends preserving the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil through the 

supervision and direct follow up by the Supreme Council of Antiquities- Ministry of 

Antiquities in Egypt. 

- The study recommends the importance of making the required renovations and restorations 

to the house by specialists on condition that renovation, restoration and rehabilitation have to 

be in accordance with the proper scientific methods. 

- The study recommends conservation of the Islamic architectural features of the house that 

still exist. 

- The study recommends keeping and not to prejudice and damage the artistic characteristics 

and architectural manifestations that are witnesses to the architectural and heritage features of 

the residential buildings during the 20
th

 century of which is the house of Abd Al-Azim Abu 

El-Nil the subject of this study. 

The Documents, Figures and Plates of the Study 

 

 

Document No. 2: The Passport Document of Abd 

Al-Azim Effendi Moustafa Abu El-Nil, which was 

issued by the management department at the 

ministry of interior for the Egyptian royal 

government bearing No. 1198, it was found out that 

the position of the house's owner revealed that he 

made a journey from Suez port to Jeddah to 

perform pilgrimage in Mecca. 

 

Document No. 1: The appointment document of   

Abd Al-Azim Effendi Moustafa Abu El-Nil as a 

mayor of Al-Fashn center, which was issued by the 

ministry of interior for the Egyptian royal 

government on 16
th

 of March 1985 corresponding 

to 20
th

 of Ramadan 1313 A.H. 
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Map No. (1): A Diagrammatic representation of the current location of Al Fashn. 

After: Alhayyah Al'amah Liltakhtit Al'umranii (in Arabic=The General Authority for Urban Planning, 

http://gopp.gov.eg/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/alfashn.jpg (Date of access 20/10/2020) 

 
Map No. (2): A Diagrammatic representation of the location of the Mosque of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil in 

Al-Fashn city-Beni Suef governorate. 

After: Google Map:  Abu Nile Mosque, Al Shoon, Madinet Al Fashn. 

https://goo.gl/maps/VRG2ayReVvcdhkzU7 (Date of access 20/10/2020) 

 

1. The Main Entrance 

2. The Courtyard 

3. The Verandah 

4. The Hall 

5. Reception Room 

6. The First Floor Rooms 

7. The Ladder 

8. The Bathroom 

9. The Southern Entrance 

10. Area between the House and the Mosque 

Fig.1: Planning and Horizontal Plan of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-Nil's house on a scale of 1: 150 

(By the Researcher) 
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Fig.3: A Discharge of the Floral Motifs on the 

Ceiling of the Main Hall of the First Floor (By 

the Researcher) 

 

Fig.2: The Vertical Section of Verandah of the Second 

Floor of the Northern Facade 

(By the Researcher ) 

 
Fig.7: A Discharge of the Floral Motifs on the 

Ceiling of the Fourth Room   

(By the Researcher ) 

 

Fig.6: A Discharge of Different Forms of the 

Flower of Antimony (By the Researcher ) 

 

Pl.2: The Ascending Staircase to the Verandah and 

to the Entrance of the Basement in the Northern 

Façade  

(By the Researcher) 

Pl.1: The Northern Façade of Abd Al-Azim Abu 

El-Nil's house (By the Researcher) 

 
Fig.5: A Discharge of the Floral Motifs on the 

Ceiling of the Second Room   

(By the Researcher ) 

 
Fig.4: A Discharge of the Floral Motifs on the 

Ceiling of the First Room 

(By the Researcher ) 
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Pl.4: The Western Facade of Abd Al-Azim Abu El-

Nil's house (By the Researcher) 

 
Pl.3: The Middle Part of the Northern Façade 

(By the Researcher) 

 
Pl.6: The Southern Facade of Abd Al-Azim Abu 

El-Nil's house (By the Researcher) 

 
Pl.5: Illustration of Architectural Elements in the 

Western Façade (By the Researcher) 

 

Pl.8: The Main Hall in the First Floor which shows 

the Decorative Details of the Hall Ceiling (By the 

Researcher) 

 

Pl.7: The Main Entrance to the House in the 

Northern Facade (By the Researcher) 

 
Pl.10: Details of the Ornaments of the Ceiling of 

the Main Hall in the First Floor (By the 

Researcher) 

 
Pl.9: Illustration of the Details of the Main Hall in 

the First Floor (By the Researcher) 

 
Pl.12: The Ceiling of the First Room (By the 

Researcher) 

 
Pl.11: The First Room shows the Forms and 

Details of the Doors (By the Researcher) 
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Pl.14: Ceiling Decorations of the Third Room (By 

the Researcher) 

 
Pl.13: Ceiling Decorations of the Second Room (By 

the Researcher) 

 
Pl.16: Ceiling Decorations of the Fourth Room (By 

the Researcher) 

 

Pl.15: Illustration of the Details of the Fourth 

Room (By the Researcher) 

 

Pl.18: The Ceiling of the Fifth Room 

(By the Researcher) 

 

Pl.17: The Wooden Floor of the Fourth Room (By 

the Researcher) 

 

Pl.20: Illustration of the Bathroom Ceiling 

(By the Researcher) 

 

Pl.19: The Door arched with the Pointed Arch 

leading to the Bathroom (By the Researcher) 
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Gazi University Journal of Science, Vol. 29, Issue 4, 2016, pp.741-749. 

(L) For more about Basement See: Petersen, A., Dictionary of Islamic Architecture, pp. 

154,290;Hwaish, A., Concept of the Islamic House; A case Study of the Early Muslims 

House, Proceedings of 4
th

 IASTEM, Amsterdam, 2015,pp.86-93;Woodson, R. D., Build Your 

Dream Home for Less, USA, 1985,pp.60-61;Tan,R.Y.H.,Evaluation of deep basement 

construction techniques, Proceedings of the International Conference on Deep Foundation, 
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Nineteenth Century Architectural Heritage in Europe-ROCARE, Paris,2012, pp.1-27; 
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Mohamed, N.G., & Ali, W.H., Traditional Residential Architecture in Cairo from a Green 

Architecture Perspective, Arts and Design Studies, Vol.16,2014, pp.6-26; Williams, 

C.,Islamic monuments in Cairo: The practical guide, Cairo, 2005, pp. 232-235; Michell, G., 

Architecture of the Islamic world, UK, 1978, pp. 196-197. 
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Vozniak,E.,& Butyrin,A., Classification of historical buildings façade’s details on the basis of 

order theory,E3S Web of Conferences 91, 05016,2019,pp.1-6;Korumaz, M.,& Korumaz, A. 

G.,The Evaluation of New Buildings Behind Historic Façades in Terms of Sustainability, 

Surveying and Cultural Heritage I,Italy,2012,pp.1-10;Keith,B.,Exterior Building Enclosures, 

New York, 2013, p.11. 

(P) For more about Staircase or Ladder See: Amin, M and Ibrahim, L., Almustalahat 

Almuemariah fi Alwatha'iq Almamlukiah,Cairo,1990,pp.66-67;Rizq, A., Mu'jam Mustalahat 

Ale'amarah Walfunun Al-Islamiah,Cairo, 2000, pp.149-150. 

(Q) For more about Veranda or Verandah See:Petersen,A.,Dictionary of Islamic 

Architecture, New York, 1996, p.10; Poppeliers, J.C., What Style is it?, New York, 1983, p. 
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(R) For more about Barameq See: Abdel-Hafeez, M., Almustalahat alma'mariah fi 

Wthaa'k a'sr Muhamad Ali wakhulafa'yih(1805/1879), Cairo, 2005, pp.29- 30; Rizq, A., 

Mu'jam Mustalahat Ale'amarah, pp.149-150. 

(S) For more about Handrail See: Amin, M and Ibrahim, L., Almustalahat Almuemariah fi 

Alwatha'iq Almamlukiah, pp.45-46; Rizq, A., Mu'jam Mustalahat Ale’amarah, pp.149-150. 

(T) For more about Basement See: Petersen,A.,Dictionary of Islamic Architecture, p.154, 
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(V) For more about Stucco See: Henry, A.; Stewart, J., (Eds.) Practical Building 
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(Y) For more about Fronton See:Harris,C.M., Illustrated Dictionary of Historic 
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Concept of Type in Architecture, Zürich,1995, p.173;Denna, J., Architecture; the Whole 

History, New York, 2014, p.277;Issa, A., Mustalahat Alfan Al-Islami, p.79. 

(Z) For more about Segmental Arch See: Rizq, A., Mu'jam Mustalahat Ale'amarah, p.203; 

Lolias, Y., Structural Behaviour of Segmental Arch Structures, Charles Darwin University, 

2014,pp.14.ff; Harris, C.M., Illustrated Dictionary, p.485; Smith, P. M., Rivington's Building 

Construction, London, 2015, p.6. 

(AA) For more about types of Arches See: De Montequin, F.A., Arches in the Architecture 

of Muslim Spain: Typology and Evolution, Islamic Studies,Vol.30, Issue 1/2, 1991, pp.67-82; 

Rizq, A., Mu'jam Mustalahat ale'amarah, p.203;Lolias, Y., Structural Behavior, pp.14.ff; 

Harris, C.M., Illustrated Dictionary, p.485;Smith, P.M., Rivington's Building, p.6. 
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dynamics and meteorological control at Gruvefjellet, Central Svalbard, The Cryosphere, Vol. 
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Global Journal Al-Thaqafah, Vol.2, Issue2,2012,pp.27-39. 
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London,2013,pp.325-326;Ambrose, J., Building Structures,New Jersey,2012,pp.30-32; Rizq, 

A.,Mu'jam Mustalahat Ale'amarah,pp.194-195. 

(II) For more about Hall See:Hillenbrand, R.,Islamic Architecture;Form,Function and 

Meaning,Edinburgh,1994,p.247;Arjmand,R.;Mirsafa,M.,andTalebi,Z.,Islamic educational 
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ceiling in architecture, International Youth Science Forum, 2017, Ukraine, pp. 232-239; Rizq, 

A., Mu'jam Mustalahat Ale'amarah, pp.141-146. 

(KK) For more about Cores and Teeth see: Nigm, A., Qoswr Alaomra' walbashawat, pp.63-

64; Hammad, M., Altoroz alm'maria, Cairo, 2019, p.40. 

(LL) For more about Bukhariyya See:O'Kane, B.,(Ed.). Creswell Photographs Re-

examined: New Perspectives on Islamic Architecture, Cairo, 2009, pp.172-173; "Bukhariyya" 

In: Technical Glossary on: http://www.islamic-art.org/Glossary/glossary.asp; Amin, M and 

Ibrahim, L., Almustalahat Almuemariah fi Alwatha'iq Almamlukiah, p.20. 

(MM) For more about Parquet See:  Kimball, F., The Creation of the Rococo, Philadelphia 

Museum of Art,Philadelphia,1943, pp.47-48; Amro, D., & Zafer, H., The Effects of Flooring 

Material on Thermal Comfort in a Comparative Study Marble and Parquet Flooring, United 

International Journal for Research & Technology, Vol.1, Issue 5, 2019, pp.31-35. 

(NN) For more about Islamic geometrical shapes See: Broug, E., Islamic Geometric 

Patterns, pp. 183-185,193; Bonner, J., Islamic Geometric Patterns,pp.1-2; Saliba, G., Artisans 

and Mathematicians in Medieval Islam,pp.637-645; Mangho,A.,and Loeb,A., Tessellations in 

Islamic Calligraphy,pp.41-45. 

(OO) For more about Antimony See: Endlich, F. M., "On Some Interesting Derivations of 

Mineral Names", The American Naturalist, Vol.22, Issue 253, 1888, pp. 21-32; Moorey, P. R. 

S., Ancient Mesopotamian Materials and Industries: the Archaeological Evidence, New York, 

1994, p. 241; Samuelsen, A. B., "The traditional uses, chemical constituents and biological 

activities of Plantago major L.A review", Journal of Ethnopharmacology,Vol.77, Issue 1/2, 

2000, pp.1-21;Russell,C.A.,"Antimony's Curious History", Notes and Records of the Royal 

Society of London,Vol.54, Issue1,2000, pp.115-116; Wilson, N. J.; Craw, D., and Hunter, K., 
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Environmental Pollution, Vol. 129, Issue 2,2004,pp.257-266;Albach, D. C.; Meudt, H. M. and 
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date,pp.50-51; Talo, M., Alfnoun alzkhrfiah, Damascus, 2007, pp.11.ff. 

(PP) For more about Seashells or shells See:Wagner,M.,From Gaul to De Gaulle:An 

Outline of French Civilization,Switzerland,2005,p.139;Ducher, R.,Caractéristique des Styles, 

Paris,1988, pp.136,144; Lovreglio, A., Dictionnaire des Mobiliers et des Objets d'art du 

Moyen Âge, Paris, 2006, p.369. 

(QQ) For more about Shakma "Shaqma" See: Abdel-Hafeez, M., Almustalahat alma'mariah, 

p.116;Reuther, O., Parthian Architecture, A Survey of Persian Art,Oxford, 1967, pp.428; 

Peker, A., The Monumental Iwan: A Symbolic Space or A Functional Device?, METU 
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(RR) For more about washing room or laundry house See: Abdel-Hafeez, M., Almustalahat 

alma'mariah, p.15. 

(SS) For more about the modern methods used in construction See: Abdel-Gawad, T., 

Tarikh ala'marah fi Msr fi Alqrn Ala'shrin,Cairo, 2011;Raafat,A.,Fan ale'amarah walkhirsanah 

almusalaha,Cairo,1970;Raafat,A., Tholathayt al'ibda' almiemari,Cairo, 2007, p.14; Ahmed, S.; 

Sharif, M., and Shakra, K., Tajwid watahsin tatbiqat 'iistkhdam alkhursanah kamadah 

'iinshayiyah wazukhrufiah fi ale'amarah almueasirah fi Misr, Engineering Research Journal, 

Faculty of Engineering, Minoufiya University, Egypt, Vol. 37, No. 2, 2014, pp.277-291. 

(TT) For the European newcomer influences and styles See: Ghandar, I., A'amal Al-

manafie' al'amah bialqahirah fi al qarn alttasie' a'shar, PhD Thesis, Faculty of Archeology, 

Cairo University,2005,pp.658-659;Nigm, A.,Qoswr Alaomra' walbashawat,pp.57-58,259-261; 

Abdel-Hafeez, M., Dawr Aljaliat al'ajnabiah, pp.157-159; Whittick, A., European 

Architecture in the Twentieth Century,New York, 1974, pp.17-27; Piles, J,  A History of 

Interior Design,London,2005, pp. 305-327; Cruickshank, D, Sir Banister Fletcher's A History 

of Architecture, London,1996, pp. 1483-1484. 

(UU) For more about this See:Beattie, A., Cairo: A Cultural History, Oxford, 2005, pp. 182-

187;Dobrowolska, A., &Dobrowolski, J., Heliopolis-Rebirth of the City of the Sun, Cairo, 

2006, pp.176ff; Elsheshtawy, Y., Planning Middle Eastern Cities: An Urban Kaleidoscope in 

a Globalizing World, London, 2004, pp.144-151. 

(VV) For more about the uses of glass in residential architecture, See:Nabil,M.,Alzujaj fi 

Al'amarah Aldakhiliah, MA Thesis,Faculty of Fine Arts,Helwan University,2004, p.253. 

(WW) For more about Windows and their shapes in the residential architecture See: Amer, 

W., Ta'thir Alzuruf Albi'iyah 'alaa Tasmim Alfatahat Alkharijiah lilmubani "Alnafidhah 

Almisriah",MA Thesis, Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University, Egypt,1976, p.43. 

(XX) For more about Balconies and Mashrabiya see:Abdel-Gawad,A., Veiling Architecture: 

Decoration of Domestic Buildings in Upper Egypt 1672-1950,Cairo, 2012, pp.6-10;Badr, A., 

Alharamlek and Almsari in the Egyptian and Andalusian Residential Architecture in the 

Islamic Era,Journal of American Science, Vol.9,Issue7,2013,pp.60-75;Sakr,T., Early 

Twentieth-Century Islamic Architecture, pp.19-20;Goodwin, G., A History of Ottoman 

Architecture, London, 1971, pp. 296-297, 361- 362. 

(YY) For more about Triangle Fronton See: Nigm, A., Helwan Mdinah Alksour Walsrayat 

drasah a'thriah wthaa'kiah la'mran Almdinah Wa'tharha Albakiah Walmndthrah, Cairo, 2006, 

pp.298-299. 

(ZZ) For more about Ornament of Acanthus see: Riegl, A., & Kain, E., Problems of Style; 

Foundations for a history of ornament,Princeton, 1992, pp.187-206; Strong, D.E., Some Early 

Examples of the Composite Capital, Journal of Roman Studies,Vol. 50,1960,pp.119-128; 

Shafi’i, F., Al'emarah Al'arabiah fi Misr Al'islamiah,Vol.1,Cairo, 1994, pp.212-213;Abdel-

Gawad, T., Tarikh Al'emarah walfunun Alislamiah,Vol.3, Cairo,2010, p.76.  

(AAA) For more about Characteristics and Influences of the Islamic style, See: Abdullahi, Y., 

and Rashid, M., "Evolution of Islamic geometric patterns, Frontiers of Architectural Research, 

Vol.2,Issue 2,2013,pp.243-251;El-Shorbagy, A., Traditional Islamic-Arab House: Vocabulary 

And Syntax, International Journal of Civil & Environmental Engineering,Vol.10,Issue 4, 

2010,pp.1-7;Grünbaum,B.,andShephard,G.,"Interlace Patterns in Islamic and Moorish Art", 

Leonardo,Vol.25,Issue3,1992,pp.331-339; Farazmand,P.,and Sarbangholi,H.,"Investigating 
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the Patterns of Islamic Architecture in Architecture Design of Third Millennium Mosques", 

European Online Journal of Natural and Social Sciences,Vol.3, Issue 4, 2014, pp.501-514. 

(BBB) For more about these Palaces, see: Khalifa, G., Alqusur bimuhafazat Alfayoum "khlal 

alqarn alththalith 'ashr walrub' al'awal min alqarn alrabie' 'ashr Alhijri- alqarn alttasie 'ashar 

wabidayat alqarn Al'eshrin almilady" Derasah 'athariah faniah, PhD Thesis, Faculty of 

Archeology, Cairo University, 2010, pp.10-25, 27-41, 54-68.  
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